Transport
The ASSERT acronym is a useful way of remembering the SWR Incident Timeline:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A – Assess the situation
S – Signal and Set Safety
S – Stabilize the situation
E – Extract the victim/s
R – Render First Aid
T – Transport the victim to definitive care

The recovery has been completed, and you have addressed medical issues within your control. Are we
finally done? Unfortunately, not, always. There are many reasons evacuation may be necessary:
•
•
•

Continuing the run may lead to additional harm to the victim or the rest of the party
Insufficient crew size or capability
River or weather conditions have changed dramatically making continuation unsafe

Evacuation (although rare) is something we need to research and document in our float plan, winging a
transport without proper planning will generally lead to very bad outcomes. We often paddle in very
remote areas where cross country travel is incredibly difficult (not to mention, very few paddlers carry a
map and compass).
The Transport article will cover the following:
•
•
•

Sometimes, assistance is necessary
Pre-planning is crucial
Carries require special skills and a lot of manpower

When is Evacuation Necessary?
There are many reasons why an evacuation may be a wise choice. River conditions change, especially
during and after major storms. Natural Flow Rivers can rise quickly to the point where it is no longer safe
to continue by boat. In the float plan, it’s not a bad idea to check water levels upstream. NOAA provides
a prediction service for many medium and larger runs we paddle.
Sometimes paddlers bite off more than they can handle. Frequent swims are very exhausting and
generally lead to even more swims. In some cases, you can walk around the more challenging rapids but
this approach won’t work on very continuous runs. There is also the risk of the paddler exercising poor
judgment just to avoid holding up the group or dreading a carry. It is a good practice to have another
person accompany them as they evacuate – there is safety in numbers.
The minimum number of paddlers for proper safety is three – one to run for help and the other to stay
with a victim. When paddling with small parties, if one individual decides they have had enough – it may
be time for the whole group to call it a day. This well written article shows the consequences of
continuing with insufficient paddlers.

Some incidents may involve injuries that prevent further paddling:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dislocated shoulder
Fractures
Spinal injuries
Heart condition
Near drowning
Major trauma
Equipment damage

Use your best judgment and consider the consequences of continuing the trip. Very major incidents
rarely have one root cause, most are an accumulation of bad decisions that compound the consequences.

Evacuation Options
Once the decision is made for an evacuation, the various options need to be evaluated. The terrain,
manpower, proximity to a nearby road, and communications capability all need to be considered. The
following list provides some ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Flag down help from a group with a raft. This works great on larger and busier runs. Rafts are
generally very stable as well.
Flag down an ATV crew. Many runs happen to have ATV trails close by. These amazing
vehicles can access many places that four-wheel drive vehicles can’t dream of handling.
Look for nearby base camps. You may be able to hole up at a base camp and have an able-bodied
person walk out to find help.
Boat dragging (or stashing). A rescue vest with a tether can come in real handy for dragging a
heavy kayak behind you, especially over snow or on dirt trails.
Jeep trails and fire roads are often accessible to EMS. These are often secured by gates with a
key lock that is available to them.
Evacuate following the river. Combine with lining the craft through difficult rapids or sealing the
cockpit with a closed spray skirt, launch and recover in pools below.
Send a runner (via boat of over land) to request help. This is often necessary for very serious
injuries that require the use of a backboard or onsite EMS assistance.
Some large rafting runs have established helicopter landing zones. This helicopter quick
reference chart provides a lot of valuable planning for this type of evacuation. Boaters must tie
off their boats to prevent loss when in proximity of any helicopter landing.
Many medivac units can also drop a litter via cable to evacuate severely injured patients in areas
they can’t land in.
Requesting assistance via cell phone. This may require having someone climb to a high point to
gain better reception. Its always a good idea to carry a cell phone in a submersible Pelican Box in
case it is needed.

Calling 911
A 911 call activates EMS. Most EMS units in rural locations are severely underfunded and are volunteer.
It really pays to rehearse calling the 911 dispatcher, so you are fully prepared to answer all of their
questions and request exactly what you need from them. Any uncertainty will generally ensure the need
for them to send a scout to make their own assessment. The added delay of that assessment can mean the
difference of a few hours versus potentially waiting as much as overnight.
Strongly consider having someone meet the EMS crew at a trail head to lead them to your location –
make yourself quite easy to find.

A SOAP Note is an incredibly valuable tool. Make a copy to send with the runner as a cheat sheet when
calling 911.

Requesting EMS Help
Calling 911 is not quite as simple as it sounds. A common tool we use in wilderness first aid is a SOAP
Note. A first aid kit should have at least two of these. Make a copy and give one to anyone you plan to
send to request help. The SOAP Note is used as a crib sheet containing everything the EMS dispatcher is
likely to ask. Run a rehearsal drill and pay special attention to stating exactly what you need like a
backboard as a great example. A polished 911 call can save many hours in getting what you need and
that may mean the difference between a very favorable outcome and a tragic one.

Backboards
Busy runs may have a backboard at critical locations. This is great as improvised litters over rough
terrain are not a viable option in most cases. Use of a backboard requires special training generally
available in WFR training. Transporting over difficult terrain will take a lot of people with frequent
breaks. In general, it is wise to call in the professionals when evacuating via a backboard. The use of
backboards and especially full immobilization is currently on the decline due to years of study and better
methods of moving injured patients.

Evacuation in Rough Terrain
Mechanical Advantage systems with backup Prusiks are often needed to move a litter on moderate slopes.
Climbing courses and SWR Classes provide valuable training in knots, mechanical advantage, and load
releasing hitch systems. Rope ladders can be quickly constructed to provide assistance in climbing over
difficult terrain. Improvised harnesses can provide additional support for short climbs. More advanced
climbing requires specialized rock-climbing training and practice (and better equipment). Use sound
judgment, avoid climbs where possible by choosing a more gradual ascent.
Mechanical Advantage systems are exceptionally helpful in moving heavy kayaks up a hill and avoiding
accidents when people try to climb with a heavy boat.

Continual to Monitor Vitals
Evacuations can be strenuous. Stabilize vitals on a patient prior to considering an evacuation. Take
frequent breaks during evacuations and recheck vitals, especially CSM (Circulation, Sensation, and
Motion) in the injured area. Recheck bandaging as it may come loose during movement. Vet Wrap is
incredibly useful for securing wound dressings as it can get wet and is very flexible. Depending on the
medical issue, vitals can degrade especially with exertion. Record all new readings on your SOAP Form.

Conclusion
Paddlers always need to exercise sound judgment. Sometimes pressing on downstream when
handicapped by injuries, equipment issues, or just not feeling it will lead to profoundly serious outcomes.
Bad decisions are cumulative, and fatalities come from a combination of bad decisions. Take time before
trips to develop a float plan that looks at evacuation routes. The float plan also looks at potential issues
like changing water levels, weather, and adequate group gear that hopefully can avoid the need for an
evacuation. Should an evacuation be required, think about your options, and discuss as a group. When
interacting with professional services like EMS, be organized and think about how you can work together
with them as a team.

